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Summer Solstice
'Gratitude' Gathering
19-26 June
A powerful ritual co-created for the group mainly
by resident Shaman/Trickster/Poets faeries
“les Petits” (petit Ours and Petit Bison) with
Bernardo certainly woke up Apollo, the Sun God
during the following week- blazing temperatures
that saw us throwing buckets of cold water over
each other to cool off several times a day. It
had ben a rainly, misty arrival for us early
birds on 17th- a car from Holand with Noah, Wave
Rider and Hartje and separately, Notre Dame. So
nice to be greeted (and fed) by the lovely Lanai
and (?).
There were plenty of pick-ups from Lure at all
times, but Waitari’s arrival with car on 18th
helped us out a lot. At peak point we were maybe
22, if we included welome visitors, EW and
Hirondell. A brief, 2 night visit from Taki,
driven by Sophie in his mom’ car. Was short, but
oh so sweet.. a welcome return after an interval
of time from these lovely faeries from Ghent
(where I had visited them earlier this year to
remind them to “come home”:-)
Habibi Ding was a much (an long-!) awaited
special guest.. his first visit to the Sanctuary
ever when he left Holand for Thailand all those
years back, faeries were about to start the
land search. Having him with us was a great
connection, and he enjoyed meeting old friends

like Ethimios and witnessing for himself the work
and love so many of us have been pouring into our
faerie home over the last 10 years.
A visit to ferme le Faucon and overnight stay
for many was made one day in 2 cars and 2 bikes
(the ever-strong Akka managing to persuade a new
faerie to accompany him by cycle to EW’s where we
marvelled at the distance travelled so fast- and
in such heat).
Writing this now just preparing for Summer
Gathering Community week, it seems hard to
recollect what was different and special about
our Summer Solstice gathering. Maybe a few good
heart circles.. we had a simple opening and
closing ritual. There was a lot of good-natured
giving and sharing. We hosted, but did not
“facilitate”- so this was much les structured
than say, the Pan Gathering that followed
immediately (deliberately so..).
The lake was much-visited, the “potager”(our
vegetable garden) watered, very good, healthy
food prepared and enjoyed. Some were very
indistrious on projects, around the house and
land, like the ever-energetic (after at least one
good breakfast:-) Waitari or the enthused Dancing
Crane. A lot of energy came also from Hartje
sometimes in rather unexpected ways.. but we all
survived being drenched with water or covered
with chocolate sauce etc! We welcomed faeries
new to Folleterre (Daniel from USA) and also new
to faeries (Daniel from Alicante, Spain and Tass
from Brussels). Some faeries pre-paid by bank or
PayPal, but aside from this money, I was able to
bank one thousand euros extra in cash from Summer

Solstice Gathering... “with gratitude”
from all the Sanctuary has given to us.
My dear friend Noah and me supported
and teased and motivated each other and
we were most ably supported by Lanai
(in effect a 3rd “hosts”). The swing
hung from the old walnut trees taking
us soaring out over the new-sown grass
where is now located the filtration
system for the septic tank was muchused and an exhilarating therapy (also
causing an obvious, if not actually
politically correct attribution of
“nicknames” to Waitari and his constant
companion Daniel (USA).. “Tarzan and
Jane” :-)
I called in the final inspection of the
“systeme assainissement” (septic tank
instalation compliance)..
and (hurrah!) we passed..
Thank you all who came and gave so
generously and freely of themselves.
There was a good spirit created to
support the Pan Gathering that followed.
Notre Dame des Arbres xxxx

Tribal Vision Gathering
4-13 July
We, that is Miqxtur, Junis, DeeTale and eilendes
Wasser, intended with this gathering for us to
come together as a faerie tribe and to explore the
tribal visions and feelings we share as faeries.
Well, for us it was a fantastic gathering,
with so much loving energy, touching rituals
and heart circles. We shared daily MEDITATION
and YOGA CLASSES, TRIBAL MOVEMENT SESSIONS (QI
GONG), MASSAGES, REIKI, NATURE WALKS, as well as
a special FAERIE SAUNA, CONTACT IMPROVIZATION,
TRANIMAL DANCE, spending time at the lake, in
the garden and the waterfalls and much more;
especially making good use of the swing and our
new faerie lawn. Throughout the gathering we could
enjoy sunny skies and very hot temperatures.
Instead of having a small gathering, as we had
intended, more than 40 faeries came together, but
this did not diminish the great intimacy of the
gathering. And they came from all over the planet,
from Europe and Israel and even from California.
On the first night of the gathering, we had the
OPENING RITUAL at the faerie prairie and in the
tipi where we shared our intentions, visions and
dreams for the gathering. We sat in a spiral
commemorating the first spiral of light the faeries
illuminated in their first ritual on Terschelling
in 1995. After we listened to each other in
circle, we went in silence being smudged into the
tipi as mother earth womb; we hummed the Om and

went out through a tunnel of caresses to sit at
the fire.
We thought it would be a good idea to not have a
lunch break but instead offering BRUNCHES every
morning lasting until noon. That worked out well
and helped to have more of a flow during the day.
Every evening we enjoyed FANTASTIC DINNERS.
Lanai, the seasonal resident of Folleterre,
was swirling around being the kitchen goddess
helping the kitchen crews wherever needed. It was
again unbelievable what great and tasty food was
produced in our tiny kitchen. Sometimes we had
good wine or a beer on the dinner table, but the
consumption of it was really very moderate and
indeed did not interfere with the good energy
vibrating through the gathering. It was fantastic
to see with how much love our tables were set and
decorated each night anew, so much love work.
Instead of having lengthy practical circles,
we had QUIET CIRCLES just after midday, which
sometimes became very deep going heart circles. At
the end of these circles we discussed only very
few practical matters, like dinner and breakfast
crews etc. In our experience, these circles
helped a lot to create a very harmonious energy
throughout the day and the whole gathering, even
if it sometimes felt maybe a little bit chaotic
and disorganized.
But we also had extra HEART CIRCLES and also
THEMED HEART CIRCLES, which seemed to be a more
difficult format than a not themed one.
Another beautiful ritual was the nocturnal

PROCESSION TO THE ANCESTOR TREE where we called on our
ancestors to be with our tribe, chanted and then walked or staggered on our high heels - to the faerie prairie to
share some tremendous drumming around the fireside.
Every person present contributed in so many different ways
throughout the gathering so all must be thanked both as
individuals and collectively.
As a climax a fabulous ball was arranged on the arena
in front of the house, called the PRE-HYSTERICAL BALL,
combined with a no talent show and an auction, which made
about 500 EUROS.
Most of the day before the end of the gathering, we spent
on the faerie prairie at a gentle CLOSING CEREMONY with
special sections for healing and massage, folk song and
circle dance, meditation and heart circle; then enjoying
homemade pizza from our new oven, more drumming and
singing, and rounding off with a SHARING CIRCLE where lots
of tears of joy dropped to the ground and many warm hugs
were exchanged.
We are sure that many strong connections were established
or renewed and that the connectedness of a tribe was
carrying us through this beautiful gathering. This
connection will stay as we seek some specific ways to follow
up and keep this feeling alive.
We are also happy that the faeries gave generously, so we
collected a surplus of 2.610,00 EUROS that we have already
transferred to the account of Folleterre. This will make
more gatherings possible and help to sustain our sanctuary.
WE FEEL BLESSED BY THE THIS LOVELY TRIBE!
The facilitators:
Miqxtur, Junis, DeeTale and eilendes Wasser

Community Week
22-31 July
A group of around 15 faeries gathered in
Folleterre from 22 to 31 July for a community
week gathering facilitated by Richard with the
assistance of Stillmark.
The group was a wonderful and diverse blend of
experienced and new faeries from various
countries and we spent together a beautiful week,
mixing joyfull and dynamic moments of work
on the land with soft , musical and lovefull
periods of leisure and sharing. We were blessed
with weather : lots of sun and heat, very little
rain. But due to severe drought in the area this
year, water flow in streams and sources was very
low and we run out of water by moments.
Arriving on the land, we had the pleasure to
discover the results of the winter’s work on the
land: Gezel lane has been flattened and has now
become a new area for camping. Waste water project
has created a beautiful discus of soft green grass
below the house that we have baptised the lawn.
We also had the pleasure to see the fruits of
spring community on the garden : it is more
beautiful than ever. Thank’s to our gardener
Philou, we now have plenty of herbs and spices,
a lot of beautiful flowers, kilos of tasty
courgettes. Waitari has built a green house where
tomatoes will get red very soon.
Our land Godess Richard had scheduled an ambitious
work project for the meadows : clearing from

brumbles , wood sticks , stumps and other big
plants the parts of our land where trees had been
removed two years ago to allow them become again
meadows with endemic flower and grass.
It started with a scything workshop where
Richard taught how to sharpen scythes and to cut
brumbles and grass with them. Two new rakes and
scythe blades were bought for the occasion. This
workshop happened to be a complete sucess and
, thanks to many workers (among them Richard,
Guigui, Bernard, Mushroom, Thomas, Jackie Monroe
, Mushtah, Stillmark), we were then able to
clear within a few days all the area between our
entrance path and gezel lane, and also the meadow
under the path between the house and the garden.
This clearing work was then made on the prairie,
around the pond, and finally on Venus hill,
completing partly Richard’s plan.
From this work resulted big stacks of hay. On a
suggestion of Lanai ,we were pleased to offer them
to our neighbourgs who, due to the exceptionnal
drought of this year, were eager to find food for
their horses. It gave us the opportunity to
develop a very good relationship with these
neighbourgs.
In return they borrowed us tools, and allowed us
to take their horse compost for our garden.
Parallel to this land project, another one
appeared in the house : building new kitchen
shelves and tables, fitting with our new oven in
order to be able to cook for a big number of
faeries. This project was led by Anuga, Chris
(new zealand )and Lanaï , with the help of other
carpenter faeries,and achieved just before

the start of summer gathering. We now have a brand new kitchen, more
convenient for big gatherings. We also have 3 new outdoor tables, and 20
new chairs , allowing 50 people to seat together for a faerie diner.
Other maintenance jobs were made in the house l ike cleaning tool barn
and reorganising the tent shelves. Love Bug gave all his faeriness to
prepare the main barn for great gathering and make a beautiful shower
area.
Appart from giving hay to the neighbourgs we had another occasion to meet
people who live in the area. As a protest to the project of a new gravel
quarry in the valley, a big pic nic was organised by the opponents and
many faeries were happy to contribute to this event by bringing food ,
energy music and faeriness. This was a wonderful moment of sharing and
many of us would like to go on supporting the fiht again this quarry.
An action has been decided during great circle, and faeries who feel
concerned are invited to join ( further information to come later).
To perform these playfull working activities, Richard had established a
regular routine for the day, though timings were somewhat flexible, to
allow kitchen faeries to be in charge of when meals were ready to serve.
Usually starting work at 11h after morning circle (but some hard workers,
including Richard would start at 9h) , we worked until 17h with usual
lunch and tea breaks.
End of afternoons and evening were full of lovely moments : thanks to
Simha Juke Box playing guitar and helped by the endless enthousiasm
of Foxie deux mille , we sang a lot and learnt israeli songs. We had
wonderful opening and closing ceremonies , made fire on the new fire pit
of Gezel lane, ate delicious food and made as usual in Folleterre lovely
encounters with people. All this moments were joyfull , light and free of
tension. As the gathering came to it’s end, lots of new faeries arrived
for Great Circle growing our number to 30 enriching this harmony with
there lovely presence and gently preparing the change to another faerie
magical moment.

Great Circle Minutes
Saturday 1 August 2015
Present (members and non members) :
Stillmark, Ganesha, Hyacinth, Richard, Lovebug,
Willow, Eilandes Wasser, Chris, Mushroom,
Lanai, Paolo, Sexual, Quasimoda de Folleterre,
Woodpigeon, Homonculus, Anuga, Kisses, Simha,
Silver Dragonfly, White Rose ( her royal highness),
Faedra, Foxie Deux Mille, Samuel
Apologies : Walnut, Tricky
Chair: Woodpigeon
minutes: Foxie Deux Mille, Stillmark
Administrative Counsel 2014-2015:
President – White Rose
Secretary - Stillmark
PurseKeeper – Tricky
Agenda:
1. Treasury Report ( Tricky, presentation
Stillmark)
2. Secretary Report ( Stillmark)
3. President report ( White Rose)
4. Thank’s to stewards/ President.
Acknowledgment of stewards stepping down
New stewards pledge and election of new stewards
Election of president.
_______________
5. Eurofaerie fund (Willow)
6. Land managment Plan (Richard)

7. Notaflof ( Foxie Deux Mille )
8. Use of electronic devices
9. Quarry (Lanaï)
______________________
Minutes
1. Financial report ( Tricky, presented by
Stillmark)
(see document in Annexe)
Our 2014-2015 budget shows an important excedent
regarding to what was expected. This
is explained mainly by 3 three factors :
• the gatherings income is 5000 euros higher
than expected due to the increasing number of
faeries coming to Folleterre.
• we had an anonymous gift of 5000 euros from a
faerie
• we spent 5000 euros less than expected on
budgeted projects (tree planting and disabled
access mainly). These projects have been
already budgeted for the coming year.
This explains that, taking into account a
safety minimum cash reserve of 3000 euros we
have a surplus of 19000 euros available for new
projects.
The eurofaerie fund ( formerly eurostiching) is
not counted in this budget since money has not
been transfered yet.
Reactions to financial report :
• the 3000 safety cash reserve is too low. It is

•

•

•
•

suggested to incerease it to 7000 or 10000 euros,
this decision being made by the steward circle.
this extra money could be used to enhance the confort
of the house and quality of life. Taking care of the
house has been neglected last years and we need to
change that
it is suggested that we could spend some money in
solidarity with other LGBT queer organisations.
Willow explains that the eurofaerie fund is made for
that (see later)
this money could be usefull in our fight against the
quarry project (see later)
insurance : Stillmark reminds that our insurance
covers majors situations but doesn’t apply to theft
because our house is not inhabited all year long.
Question arises about the possibility of an insurance
covering the AC members in case of a conflict with
a faerie, and insurance for holding gatherings with
many people.

2. Secretary report (stillmark)
I’m grateful to faerie great circle to have chosen me
last year as secretary, I’ve been honored and happy to
serve our community.
Thanks to former secretary Coconuts who built the tools
that we need ( elists, dropbox, …..) and to Walnut who
has been doing most part of the job, my task has been
quite easy. My role has mostly been to :
• keep and update the different lists ( forum
folleterre06, steward list, mailing list) that we are
using to display information about our community.
Folleterre06 now hosts around 150 faeries, and
mailing list around 560 faeries. It is surprising
to notice that this last number is the same as the

number of people in our facebook group. It would be
interesting to compare the two lists, unfortunatly
this happens to be very difficult.
• Be our voice through info@folleterre.org : we receive
regularly , but not very often, requests from people
that want further information or wish to visit our
sanctuary . It is a pleasure to help them. We also
get requests from other gay or queer organisations (
destiny camp, oz faeries.....)
• make sure we are fullfilling the french laws. This is
not hard task for a french speaker : filling in some
forms, publishing minutes once a year
• coordinate ( with EW) waste water and parking lot
projects : these two big projects are now completed.
We had big work on the land in April by our
contractor Mr Henry.
Waste water project was the realisation of sand bed
filters below our septic tank to clean the dirty water
coming out of it. (we had already added a grease
separator). This was compulsory regarding french
law. I’m happy to say that we received last month
confirmation from the authorities that everything is now
OK. A nice outcome
of this project is that we now have a beautiful lawn
below our house.
Parking lot was a more controvesial project : while
Mr Henry was on the land, we had asked him to built a
parking lot a the entrance of our land, to avoid cars
staying on the path. No doubt this will be helpfull
when many cars will come. We already appreciate the
pleasure to see no cars coming to the house. At the
end of the parking lot starts a path called Gezel Lane.
This path was flattened by Mr Henry creating a new
camping pit, already very popular, with beautiful view
on the house and on the valley.

To end this report, and speaking about the life of our
association, I want to say that I ‘ve been very happy
to see a Faerie staying in winter in the house : The
Beast came for 6 weeks in february and march. This is a
very useful step towards long time residency. I invite
every
faerie to read is report (see annexe). His visit has
already proved to be helpfull when he whitnessed
the trouble made on our paths by our neighbourg Mr
Petitjean with his big machinery.

The Great Circle aknowledges the wish of White
Rose, Eilandes Wasser and Faedra to step down from
stewardship and expresses the thanks and gratitude of
all faeries for their action and commitment.
New AC election :

3. Presidential report ( White Rose , her royal
highness)

President : Woodpigeon
Secretary : Stillmark
PurseKeeper : Tricky

What is a president?
White Rose/Rose Blanche spoke about her time as
President. She talked about the different roles of the
President, and how these had been relevant at different
times. There is no agreement or consensus about exactly
what the role involves, or what the community expects.
She sees this as a benefit - that the flexibility of the
role can be a strength to the community in times of
need - and she hopes that the next President can enjoy
the same kind of freedoms.
Rose thanked the community for the honour of serving
as President these past few years. She facilitated as
the group elected Wood Pigeon to serve as the next
President.
4. Thanks to Stewards/President stepping down. Election
of new Stewards and AC.
The Great Circle expresses the thanks and gratitude of
all faeries to White Rose for being our president for
several years.

Woodpigeon (for president) and Stillmark (for
secretary) briefly make their pledge
New Administration council is approved by consensus:

It is reminded that roles in the AC should be turning
every two or three years.
New stewards election :
Richard, Foxie Deux Mille, Kisses, Mushroom and
Hyacinth briefly make their pledge for stewardship :
Kisses offers to focus with the administrative aspects
of taking care of Folleterre and use his linguistic
skills to help do so, Hyacinth wants to help with
transparency and communication between the stewards and
the rest of the commnity.
Mushroom’s pledge is : to serve in some way in order
to express the gratitude I feel towards the Folleterre
community for the ongoing magical impact it has had on
my life! I sense that the best way of finding out how to
do this is to offer myself as a steward and to see if
the community can make some use of me!Looking forward
to what happens next.
The following crew of stewards is approved by consensus

:
Love Bug, Tricky, Willow, Stillmark, Yareth, Lanaï,
Walnut, Woodpigeon, Toto, Gabriel, Tumbleweed, Miqxture,
Kisses, Foxie Deux Mille, Richard, Mushroom, Hyacinth
5. Eurofaerie Fund (Willow)
Willow reminds the situation : in January 2015 the
eurofaerie stiching, which is a money fund under dutch
law, was disolved and decision was made to create a new
fund, the eurofaerie fund, associated with « les amis de
Folleterre »
This fund has been created in order to give financial
help to queer or faerie organisations that need support.
A commity of three stewards ( Willow, Tumbleweed,
Miqxture) was created to manage this money : the commity
will hold the bank account and make proposals of
financial supports that will be discussed by the Steward
Circle. (Tumbleweed , on his demand, will not be part of
the Steward Circle)
The amount of the fund is now 10700 euros. Due to
technical issues with dutch bank this money is now
still on a dutch account but will soon be transfered to
Folleterre account , then to a dedicated account that
has to be opened. Willow invites every faerie who has
suggestion of projects, here or overseas, that this fund
might support, to express it.
6. Land managment plan (Richard)
Richard makes a presentation of the project:
The Folleterre area is a very ancient greenland full of
endemic vegetal species and animal habitats that has
been damage by human action. To repair these damages the

idea of land managment plan was suggested a few years
ago by Junis and Fagus. It is time now to make this a
reality.
A land managment plan is a long time project, with a 100
year perpective. It will involve actual faeries and also
faeries to come and has to be thought very carefully.
It lies on three pillars :
• Identify features : what are the existing situation,
the way faeries see it, the wishes? The tool for
this part is the land mapping. So far, Richard has
identified at least 200 different species on our land.
• Identify threats : one of them is the uneven
information and knowledge among the faeries. How
can we share information and skills through all the
community so that our action is well focused.
• Identify actions
Making a plan is a one year job, if everybody wants to
take part.Before we have a plan, we need to make regular
maintenance on the land (prairie, pond....) and we have
two areas to restaure (meadows).
Reactions to Richard’s presentation :
• Willow: One year sounds very short
• Willow: It seems that Venus Hill is the most important
part, because it is still made of native plants, but
we need to get more information about that
• White Rose reminds that 2000 euros Gezel’s money has
been offered to Folleterre fortree planting and has
not been used for this yet. We are commited to use it
this way
• Gabriel explains that land managment and knowledge
sharing is strongly related to house improvement
: the more we have resident faeries, the easier

communication and sharing happens
• Willow expresses his gratitude to Philou, Juins,
Lappi, Fagus who have already made a lot for the land
• Richard reminds the crazy shape of our land, and that
we must be aware of that in our reflexions.
Then Foxie Deux Mille comments the map of the land
drawn by his faerie group during the land mapping
workshop : the group has divided the land into
different kind of areas:
practical areas ( shower place, shit tower....),
natural places ( woods, meadows,...), leisure places
(beach, flowers, sound bathing …) , secret places
(meditation rock, ancestor’s tree), places still to
discover ( lanaï land,....). We must be aware of the
fact that this land is not only for faeries but that
we share it with animals. Gabriel offers to update the
existing map
with this new information
7. NOTAFLOF (Foxie Deux Mille)
Foxie reminds what NOTAFLOF is. Together with EW he
expresses his need that NOTAFLOF policy is reaffirmed.
Understanding that we are not economically equal,
NOTAFLOF is a necessary tool to make a balance and
lower inequalities. It is a political statement but not
only. NOTAFLOF makes our stay on the land possible, it
makes our future, and it makes the connection between
faeries.
Reactions to Foxie’s speech :
• EW : it should be explained more precisely on the
Folleterre page what NOTAFLOF is
• Richard : we must focus more on what people do on the
land to contribute that on what they pay.

• Mushroom reminds that another policy exists that we
could apply: GAYAABAGS ( give as much as you are able
but give something), but willow objects that NOTAFLOF
is stronger
• Woodpigeon suggests to create a group to think about
that
Then on an impulsion of Love Bug the conversation goes
to a new topic, not initialy in the agenda but which
resonates with many of the present faeries concerns.
Work on the house :
Following a thought of Lucky Lips, Love Bug notes that
we have been doing a lot on the land last years but
that we have forgotten to take care of the house. EW
insists, saying it is now time to take care of the
house. There are already many projects and plans of
what can
be done, made by Wolf and that EW offers to find and
check. One project has already been budgeted and
foreseen but not completed: disabled access. White
Rose reminds that we had a gift from the sisters of
perpetual indulgence, explicitely dedicated to this
project and that we must use the money for that or give
it back. There is also a need for insolation and we
should discuss the indoor bathroom and toilets issue
that was evoked in a vision circle at last lumbers.
Silver Dragonfly suggests that there should be a house
plan.
Ackowledging that there is a lot of energy around
working on the house, we discuss how this work could
be done: even in some specific works are dedicated to
community weeks, it is possible to work on the house
during every gathering. There is no contradiction
between
work and party. There is a consensus on the fact that

pleasure and work come together, and every working
faering can stop working when she stops enjoying work.
Anuga expresses his desire to be responsible for a «
working on the house »gathering.
8. Use of electronics devices
With the growing of our community, and the improving
quality of the telephone network, this issue is
becoming bigger. It is now possible to be connected in
different parts of the house.
Many different opinions were expressed about this topic
(Love Bug, Gabriel, Samuel, EW, White Rose, Simha,
Willow, Richard, Lanai, Foxie).
• It is reminded that not long ago we had a very clear
policy of no electronic device on the land. It was
part of the definition of our sanctuary and faeries
loved that
• On an other hand, and even if we don’t like it, it
seems now necessary to have a space for that (like
sunset boulevard, but preferably somewhere else not
too close to the house) , because of needs with
booking tickets, cheking registration forms...).
• These problem will always pop up, and Folleterre is a
place of contradiction for its own sake
• Some devices ( like amplifier) should be authorized
only occasionnaly since they create big nuisance for
the profit of a small number of faeries.
• Some communication suggestions are made to avoid this
problem to become recurrent : the website should
indicate very clearly the general non (or only
exceptional) device use policy. Then inside each
gathering the organisers can take responsability for
what devices they allow. This has to be written in

the gathering call and on the registration form
• We don’t want to « feel the police » and we don’t
want rigid rules. Nobody wants to be in the « police
crew » and have to say sorry it’s forbidden to use
your phone. It is possible to bring awareness to
(new) faeries by explaining this issue, it’s history,
by learning the spiritual aspect of our land.
Faerie godmothers can be in charge of « educating
» new faeries on this topic , showing that taking
care of fellow fearies begins by not using mobile
phones. This would help to spread the values of our
communities at the same time
• Some places could be made completely «device free »
and we could put signs do show them. There might also
be other creative solutions, let’s be playfull with
this issue.
• It’s not only the problem with telephones or
computers but also with cameras. Lots of faeries feel
unconfortable with cameras. It is reminded that when
a faerie wants to take a picture of somebody, he has
to ask permission for that. Faeries should not feel
unconfortable to answer no. This point should be
clear also on the website and in the gathering calls
9. Quarry (Lanaï)
Lanaï explains the issue : A new stone quarry is about
to be started in the nature reserve of « mille étangs
» where Folleterre is. It’s a big project ( 8 acres) ,
only 3 miles away from our land that will create many
nuisances ( trucks, explosion noises, dust....) and
destroy a big part of forest and mountains. The final
decision is to be taken by authorities during next
winter. The fight against it has started and some faeries
have already been involved in it by contributing to the
realisation of a leaflet, and participating to a pic nic
protest. We are able to act doing political harassment

and sending letters, but some
questions have to be
answered: what are our options?
Demonstrations? Sittings?
Blocking? Explosive recordings
in the streets?
How clear can we be about our
capacity of action? Since we are
not in Folleterre full time,
we cannot promise to much and
disappoint the local activits.
Who is acting? The Steward
Circle can coordinate the
project but it is very clear
that this project involes the
whole community.
This project raises another
issue : how to deal with media?
During the pic nic, we have
been invited to a Radio program
about the faeries. This is a big
issue and there is no consensus
about it. The default answer is
« No ». It will be discussed
in Steward Circle. What kind
of risks do we want to take
concerning the media speaking
about us? What if we don’t have
any control about what they say?
After having discussed all the
points in the agenda, Great
Circle is closed by Woodpigeon

The Zegg Forum A heart circle on speed?
At the Great Circle this year (wonderfully
facilitated by Wood Pigeon), I was asked to
facilitate a session to help us ‘process’ a difficult
issue that had left a lot of people frustrated,
sore, upset etc over the year. I won’t go into the
details of the issue because of confidentiality, but
I suggested we use the Zegg Forum process that I
have experienced a few times with facilitators from
the Findhorn Foundation in northern Scotland.
I said that for me the Zegg Forum is like a heart
circle on speed. The Zegg forum was developed
at the Zegg Community (http://www.zegg.de/en/)
which is an intentional community in Germany, not
far from Berlin. One thing the Zegg community
is famous for is exploring polyamorous relating
and developing skills and support structures as a
community to deal with the emotional process of
this.
Below is some more info about the process, that I
have pulled together from the web and added to in
places.
What is the ZEGG-Forum?
The ZEGG-FORUM is a ritualized form of transparent
communication for groups, networks or communities.
One person, “the presenter” steps into the middle
of the circle of the group and acts. It is like an
existential stage, which includes the whole person
with his/her physical and verbal expressions, his

mind, his creativity and his feelings. It is much
more than a technique. ZEGG-Forum is a culture
building process based on world views of high human
and ethical values.
The Zegg Forum was developed in 1978 to make all
processes within a group in a long-term social
experiment transparent and understandable for all
involved. Since then the community has developed
and expanded it. It was born from a desire for
truth and healing, both personal and global. The
Forum creates an empathic social environment that
supports us to stay present with all that is
inside, however it may feel like. It starts from
the premise that there is nothing wrong inside each
person.
How it Works
The individuals making up a Forum sit in a circle.
One person goes into the middle as though going
onto a stage while the others form the audience.
The presenter or actor has the power and the space
to speak and act without being interrupted by the
others who initially play the role of observing
and aware spectators. The presenter is encouraged
to move through the space while they share their
feelings – this brings an embodied dynamism and
focus to the experience.
The presenter brings with him/her a longing to
communicate and learn through revealing in words
and actions thoughts, feelings, values, opinions,
emotions and judgments about a situation. Sometimes
the facilitator, focalises and guides the process
by intervening from time to time in the presenter’s
flow. In this way the presenter and the facilitator

stage a kind of extemporaneous play
together in the center of the Forum,
while the group in the circle around
them form the silent audience until
the work is complete. In the case
of the Great Circle many people had
feelings about the issue, so there
were many presenters, not just one.
Each person had 2 minutes to express
what they needed to about the issue.
When the presenters had finished,
others can step into the middle
to give feedback and express what
they perceived. Each person had
90 seconds to give feedback. The
main rule about feedback is that it
should not be given directly to a
presenter. This is done by using
the third person – so feedback might
be “When NAME shared that they felt
lonely in this community I felt pain
too, but I also remembered the times
he has taken himself outside the
circle and seemed hard to reach even
though I wanted to.” The person
giving feedback also moves and does
not have eye contact with whomever
they are referring too. This reduces
the chance of an adversarial conflict
and keeps it in the mode of sharing,
rather than criticising.
Now the presenters can learn what
others think about him/her and what
they have to say which supplements,
broadens and sharpens the personal

issue he/she brought forward. The
discovery of what others think and
value about us, what perhaps keeps
them from loving us, what meaning
we have for them provides us with
essential social feedback.
If times allows, after the feedback
a new presenter stands and ventures
forth into the center. In our case
we had some time for people to say in
30 seconds whatever they needed to
say to complete the sharing.
Many people shared feelings and
perspectives, others listened and
provided witness. No resolution
was agreed – that’s not the goal
of the process, but a great deal
was shared in often passionate and
animated ways. I don’t know what
the final outcome was for everyone,
but most people seemed grateful
for the process and relieved that
a great deal had been shared. In
other groups in which I’ve used this
process it has felt like something
stuck has be unlocked by this
process, and that life can start to
flow again.
Silver

Summer Gathering
x-x August
Right after the Great Circle, from the 3rd till
the 12th of August, between 65 and 70 faeries
came to Folleterre to gather for the annual
Summer Gathering. They came from Europe, MiddleEast, America and Oceania. The weather was
glorious, warm and luminous with only a few days
where the rain came to cool us down a little and
water the garden for us.
We thoroughly enjoyed facilitating this gathering
and particularly thanks to the new parking lot
(even when almost no cars were on the land), the
new lawn above our water filtering system, the new
camping spaces made possible through the work
accomplished during Community Weeks and to the
vegetable garden which gave zucchini, rhubarb
and fresh herbs in abundance every day! In the
kitchen, new shelves and a new work-station made
it possible to store all our pots and pans and
kitchen tools in the kitchen itself. We had lots
of cookies with the new oven and the new tables
outside have room for at least 30 more faeries.
But what did we do during this gathering? After
invoking ancestors and faerie inspirations
during opening ritual, the faeries indulged in
different sparkling and delicious activities
like a faerie treasure quest; an auction, where
we collected more than 1200 € to contribute to
the life of the sanctuary; talks about social
inequalities and how to reduce them in our
communities, about queer relationships, about the

ponies who want to graze our land, and or about
the anus’s secrets; a ritual for those we have
lost; a No-Talent Show; workshops to play with
our bodies (accrobalance, yoga, queer walk and
runways) and our voices and to consciously gaze
and embrace; oracle dancing and
collective dreaming; a Drag Ball introduced by a
musical runway; and many unexpected surprises,
not to mention Heart Circles of different themes
and formats hosted almost every day of the
gathering. The end of the gathering was blessed
by the arrival of faerie witches who offered to
create a new magical space called the Wishes
Forest and is just behind the garden!
We encountered a few practical problems at the
Summer Gathering. We had only 3 cars for most of
the gathering. Fortunately, their drivers were
generous with their cars so we could combine
trips for groceries, water, and pick-ups. Also,
the source ran out of water on the first day of
the gathering (the stream still had water for
dishes and showers). Because of the heat, we had
daily trips to fill the bidons in Ternuay.
Last, we had an infestation of vermin (mice,
dormice, moles, and birds) that started during
the Community Week and reached its peak at the
Great Circle. The animals were eating food left
outside after dinner, dirty dishes, fruit in
cases in the Wet Barn, and anything left out in
the kitchen (the cellar stayed free of vermin,
oddly). We invested in several large plastic
tubs with lids on the first day of the gathering
for fruit, cleaned the kitchen after lunch and
dinner, and made sure food was properly stored
throughout the day. By the second day of the

Summer Gathering,
almost all the
animals left the
house.
Generally speaking,
the radical spirit
of the Faeries was
glowing every day,
but our attention has
also been drawn on the
desire to continue
to explore ways to
enhance inclusivity in
Folleterre Sanctuary
and ways to continue
raising awareness
on gender and trans
issues, on the
different systemic
oppressions based on
race, class, sex as
well as regarding
mechanisms of cultural
appropriation
sometimes visible
during gatherings.

Spelt-Wheat Boule
by Walnut

G

Making a beautiful loaf of bread is one of the most
rewarding baking projects in the kitchen. Many
bread recipes are long and complicated, or short
but not-so-tasty. This one mixes up quickly, and
tastes delicious.
After some years of experimentation, I have settled
on the following method to reliably produce a
good tasting and good quality bread with minimal
effort. It uses a combination of wet fermentation
and time to develop a rich flavor and activate the
gluten (the healthy protein in bread that gives it
structure and most of its nutritional value). The
recipe is very flexible, and can be made with whole
or white flour, and many combinations of different
grains: wheat, spelt, rye, kamut, etc. Make the
base recipe once, and thereafter feel free to
experiment freely.
I provide measurement in cups, not grams, for
convenience. I find a recycled nutella cup to be
perfect for this task of measuring ~230ml :).
In a large sealing container, mix:
2 cups water, warm (not hot)
1 teaspoon dry yeast
2 Tablespoons sugar
1 Tablespoon coarse salt
Allow the yeast granules, salt, and sugar to
dissolve for a few minutes, then add:

3 cups Whole Spelt Flour
3 cups Unbleached All-Purpose Wheat Flour
This should mix quickly into a sticky, wet,
“ragged” dough. If its too sticky or won’t hold
its shape, add some more flour. Allow it rise at
room temperature for 2-8 hours, then place in the
refrigerator overnight. The dough will store (and
continue to improve in flavor) in the fridge for up
to 10 days.
When you’re ready to bake a loaf, take a ball
of dough from the mass (as big or small as you
want) and gently (quickly, without deflating the
bubbles!) form into a loaf-shaped ball. Place on
a plate covered with flour or cornmeal/polenta, and
dust the top with flour. Allow the dough to rise
to room temperaure—30-60 minutes. Just before you
place it in the oven, slash the top of the dough
deeply 3 times with a very sharp knife.
Pre-heat your oven to a very high temperature:
200-275. Bake dough in a heavy lidded pot, or by
sliding the dough carefully onto a baking stone
or metal sheet coated with more cornmeal/polenta
or flour. If you’re not baking in a lidded pot,
place a tray of water in the bottom of your oven—
humidity will give your bread a shiny and crunchy
crust.
It will take 20-40 minutes to bake a loaf. Smell is
a good indicator, but when the crust is dark brown
and makes a nice hollow noise when “thumped.”
Allow bread to cool before slicing, if you can
possibly resist the urge to eat it warm :)

The Facts
It costs €1000,- each month to
pay the mortgage and the
utilities, before we can develop
the property.
We ask everyone who has an
interest in Folleterre’s future to
give something – whether you
can afford €5 per month, or
€100, your donation is very
important!

Anything Else?
If you are transferring money please
remember to mention what it is for: cash
gifts, membership donation (whether it is
monthly, quarterly or yearly).
Folleterre has a GAYABAGS (Give As Your Able
But Always Give Something) policy for
members
For more information, contact :

info@folleterre.org

How Do I Pay?
There are two ways to pay:
1. Set up a regular donation from you bank account
Transfers within FRANCE:
Banque:
10278
Guichet:
07861
N° compte: 00020076201
Clé:
60
Transfers within EUROZONE
IBAN:
FR76 1027 8078 6100 0200 7620 160
BIC (SWIFT):
CMCIFR2A

What Can I Do?
Bank Information
Credit Mutuel, CCM Semouse et Combeaute, 4 rue Henri
Lebrun, 70800 St Loup sur Semouse

Cash donations and regular
monthly membership
subscriptions are a great way
to keep the sanctuary going.
Please consider giving €5 a
month, or €60 a year. Every
contribution makes a
difference.

Recipient Information
Les Amis de Folleterre, Les Groulots, 70270 Ternuay, France

FOLLETERRE
NEEDS YOU
TO BECOME
A MEMBER!

Transfers within UNITED KINGDOM:
Bank:
The Co-operative Bank
Account Name:
Faerie UK – Folleterre
Sort Code:
08-92-99
Account Number:
65622203
IBAN:
GB84 CPBK 65622203 089299
Bank ID Code:
CPBK GB22
2. Via PayPal
Simply go to www.folleterre.org, click on ‘GIVE’ and follow
the links to PayPal. You can set up a monthly payment to be
deducted from your debit/credit card or bank account.

